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Introduction
Floodline leak detection systems are designed to detect water/liquid leaks within buildings. The alarms generated by
the Floodline control panels allow early action to be taken to prevent damage, reduce disruption and limit loss caused
by unnoticed leaks. Floodline systems are installed in sensitive and critical areas to give early warning of leakage
from any source and typical installations include modern offices, call centres, historic buildings, communication
rooms, dealing rooms, etc.

One-Zone Floodline Control Panel
The system will be controlled by one or more FLOODLINE One-Zone Control Panels(4,8 16 and higher capacity
panels are also available. The control panel(s) are wall mounted and can be fixed locally to the detection areas or
remotely in a convenient plant or equipment room. Each Control Panel is an isolated, stand-alone unit, requiring a
220/240-(110/120 )Volt 50(60)Hz mains power supply. A range of warning and status indicators (LED’s) are
mounted on the front of the Control Panel showing the type of alarm event (LEAK or SYSTEM FAULT) an LED
indicator also shows the status of the power supply condition (POWER).
In alarm the relevant LED indicator flash and the buzzer sounds. The buzzer can be silenced by any person pressing
the MUTE button but does not cancel the alarm indicators or any activated output relays.
Two double pole output relays are included to provided volt-free contact outputs for:


Leak Detected
System Fault/Power Failure

In the event of an alarm the appropriate relays activate providing a “clean contact” output for connection to a remote
monitoring system, BMS etc. Although the mute button being pressed can silence the audible alarm the relay outputs
can only be cancelled after the alarm condition has been rectified and the reset button pressed.

Floodline Sensors
The Floodline range of dedicated water (and other liquid) detecting, or sensing devices can be used to satisfy the
particular requirements of the installation.


Single Zone Detection Tape.



Multi -4- Zone Detection (Sensing) Cable.



Multi -8 -Zone Detection (Sensing) Cable. (including plug and play system)



Point Sensors.



Flexi-Pad Sensors.



Pipe-In-Pipe/Overflow Sensor.



Oil Sensor.

Sensing devices are installed to monitor liquid leaking from wet services, pipes, tanks, drains, roofs, etc., and can be
applied in a wide variety of ways. For example: Multi-Zone Detection (Sensing) Cable/Tape may be laid under raised floors, in drip trays, laid on top of suspended
ceilings or attached directly to pipes (not multi-8-zone cable). Point Sensors (or Oil Sensors) may be used in
bunded areas and floor trenches or fixed at floor level at strategic points around the room or site. Flexi-Pad Sensors
may be wrapped around pipe joints or valves or inserted into confined spaces. Pipe-in-Pipe Sensors may be mounted
directly into overflow pipes and double skin/double containment pipes. All sensors (except Oil Sensors) react to
water and other aqueous liquids. Oil Sensors will react to ANY liquid and are designated “OIL” to differentiate them
and to reflect their usual application.
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In common with all types of leak detection system the liquid must physically contact the
sensor for the alarm to be activated.

ALL devices can be wetted and dried repeatedly unless contaminated with a liquid or
substance, which irrevocably changes the electrical characteristics of the device or
leaves a coating or residue, which prevents correct functioning.

Principle of Operation
The Floodline system works from the principle that water, or other conductive liquid must touch one or more of the
sensors for an alarm to be activated. (Any liquid will activate the OIL Sensor).
The system essentially detects differences in loop resistance on each of its zone inputs. The leak detection and system
fault alarms are activated when the loop resistance falls between, below or above set limits as detailed below.





0
to
1k
to
300k* to
above 1.25M

1k
300k*
1.25M:-

Short circuit causing SYSTEM FAULT alarm
Water detection casing LEAK alarm
SAFE - no alarm,
Open circuit causing SYSTEM FAULT alarm

*Or less according to sensitivity setting - see later

The system will not be activated by humidity alone but condensation dripping on to the detection cable due to the
humidity may activate a leak alarm depending on type of sensor used and amount of condensation present.

If the system is wetted, for whatever reason, the alarm will be activated. If the system is
likely to be installed in an area, or in conditions where minor, occasional drips might
occur and are to be ignored then care should be given to the routing and position of the
sensors so as to minimise any apparently “spurious” or unwanted alarms.
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One Zone Control Panel
Mounting the Floodline Panel
The Floodline multi-zone control panel is mounted on the wall surface. Raised mounting bosses in the rear of the case
at each corner allow fixing with wood screws or bolts etc. The control panel should be fixed at a convenient level for
inspection and to ensure that the mute button, reset button and door release fastening are accessible. 20mm cable
entry points are provided in the bottom of the case.
Under no circumstances should additional holes be made in the enclosure without first
carefully removing the circuit board.

Connection of Mains Supply
The mains supply to the Floodline control panel is 220/240Vac 50Hz and should be via a dedicated fused spur fitted
with a 3 Amp fuse. Screw terminals are situated at the bottom left-hand edge of the circuit board in the rear of the
case for the connection of the mains supply. These terminals are clearly labelled L (Live), N (Neutral) and E (Earth).
The mains should be fed via one of the cable entry holes provided and if trucking is not used a gland with appropriate
strain relief must be used.

The red mains cover and warning label must be replaced once the mains has been
wired into the mains terminals.

The Floodline one-zone panel must be provided with an Earth (Ground) to ensure
correct operation and for safety reasons. If the panel is not correctly earthed Andel
Limited cannot guarantee correct operation of the system.

Power Rating

100mA @230Vac max

Connection of Leak Detection Sensors
Incoming wires from the detection devices are connected to the “Sensor “ terminals within the panel a “Sleeper”
resistor is factory fitted across the + and - terminal of the sensor input terminals for testing and transport purposes and
should be removed when the sensors are attached.
“Sleeper” resistors are 1M and simulate the end-of-line resistor built into some devices e.g. Multi-Zone Cable
Junction Boxes, Oil Sensors and Pipe-in-Pipe Sensors - no additional end-of-line resistor is needed in those devices.
Point Sensors or Flexi-Pad Sensors DO require an end-of-line resistor fixing into the last device inline. For
convenience the “sleeper” resistors can be used for this purpose and can be taken from the sensor input terminals and
fixed into the output terminals of the last, or only, device.

The specific installation and wiring details of each of the sensor is detailed in later
sections.

Initial Power up
Once all detection devices have been connected to the one-zone Floodline control panel, initial power-up can take
place. On power up the panel will perform a brief self- test in which all indicators, relays and buzzer simultaneously
operated. After the self-test routine is completed the panel automatically enters normal monitoring mode.
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Normal Operating Mode
In normal operating mode the “POWER” indicator (GREEN LED) should be illuminated all other indicators off and
the system fault relay will be energised (please note terminals to this relay are labelled in the power on state).
Note It is good practice to check the green led indicators on a daily basis

Leak Detection Alarms
The panel generates a leak alarm when the loop resistance of the sensor falls below the Leak threshold. Once a leak
alarm has occurred the Leak Detected indicator (RED LED ) will flash. At the same time the buzzer will sound and the
leak detection relay will activate.

System Fault Alarms
The panel generates a system fault alarm when the loop resistance of the sensor falls below the short circuit threshold
or rises above the open circuit threshold. Once a system fault alarm has occurred the System Fault indicator (YELLOW
LED) will flash. At the same time the buzzer will sound and the system fault relay will deactivate.

Silencing the Audible Alarm (Buzzer)
Pressing the mute button silences the buzzer this does not change the state of the other alarm indicators

Resetting the Panel
To reset the panel rectify the alarm condition and press the reset button.
After a reset action the control panel will always return to normal “quiet” mode for at
least a few seconds before reacting to any residual, un-cleared alarms.

One Zone Panel Alarm Output Relays
The one zone Floodline panel is fitted with 2 relays, which provide volt-free contacts for complete power
failure/system fault and leak Detected alarms. These volt-free contacts can be used for connection to BMS etc.
The complete power failure/system fault alarm relay has a double pole change over contacts and is rated at 5A at
230Vac. The leak detected alarm relay also has a double pole change over contact and each contact is rated at 5A at
230Vac.
If mains voltage is to be switched by the relay contacts then under the Low Voltage
Directive the terminals must be fitted with appropriate covers and warning labels.

Adjusting Floodline Panel Sensitivity
In certain areas and applications it may be necessary to reduce the sensitivity of the system to avoid spurious alarms
caused by “background” dampness, inherent humidity etc. The only noticeable difference in operation may be a slight
delay between detection and alarm. This time delay will be more pronounced in testing when only a small area of
cable is wetted.
Panels are shipped with the sensitivity set at 300k. The sensitivity may need to be adjusted to “filter out” background
damp or minor drips and can also be used to increase the amount of water needed to touch the sensor before the alarm
is activated.
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Turning the trimpot VR1 located on the circuit board above where sensitivity is printed changes the sensitivity. The
sensitivity can be adjusted between 300k and 30k, turning the trimpot to the right lowers the sensitivity and to the
left increses the sensitivity.
The sensitivity can not be lowered below 200k if standard Point, pipe-in-pipe or FlexiPad sensors are used. Modifications to these sensors are required if they are to be
operated from a reduced sensitivity control panel.

Panel Dimensions
Height

=

200mm

Width

=

225mm

Depth

=

70mm
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Single Zone Detection (Sensing) Tape
Introduction
The Single Zone Detection Tape is the simplest of all the Floodline detection sensors and is a low cost solution where
large amounts of basic leak detection is required. It is very absorbent, and will therefore react to the smallest amount
of liquid. Water is sensed anywhere along its entire length and typical application include:

 Suspending above ceiling.
 Tie- wrapped to individual pipes.
 Laid below raised floors.
 Run in drip trays.
 Laid around the base of an item of plant, apparatus or tank.
 Laid in loops or wave pattern for general monitoring of large areas.
As with all Floodline sensors water contacting the tape changes its electrical characteristics (resistance) and when the
change is sufficient the Floodline panel, to which the sensor is connected will generate the appropriate alarm.
The single zone tape is 20mm wide and 3mm thick and has a woven polyester construction which makes it both
durable and resistant to abrasion.

The single zone detection tape although durable is a sensing device and should be
treated as such

Fixing
The single zone detection tape can be fixed to the floor or other surface with loose fitting flat ribbon cable type clips,
self- adhesive clips or tie-wraps. Once the detection tape is laid identification/warning labels should be attached at
regular intervals warn of its function.

Connecting to Floodline Panel
The single zone detection tape can be directly connected to the sensor input terminals of the Floodline panel however
it is more practical to run 2 core (minimum) leader cable from the panel position to the start of the area where the
detection tape is needed. Connection from the leader cable to the detection tape may be made using a standard 4 way
Floodline Junction Box (see later). The specification of the leader cable from the panel to the start of the detection
tape is standard PVC/PVC 0.2 multi-core alarm/comms type cable or similar. LSF of other light cables can be
substituted if required.
A diagram of the connection details between the Floodline panel and the single zone
detection tape is presented in Appendix A

Returning Sensor to Use
The single zone detection tape can be wetted and dried any number of times as long as it does not become
contaminated with a substance which irrevocably changes its electrical characteristics. Eg.vending machine syrup,
some chemical floor treatments, paint etc. The detection tape will dry out naturally and the effected part of the cable
must be completely dry before the zone can be reset. This may take 20 minutes to 2 hours or more depending on the
environmental conditions and the length of tape wetted but increased air circulation and warmth will speed up dying
time. If a length of tape seems to take an excessive time to dry out water may be trapped in the retaining clips which
should be eased to expose the wet area to the air.
The tape may be damaged if it is completely immersed for long periods. In the event of this, or any other damage
only the affected section of tape (either all or part of a zone) need be replaced with a new length of detection tape
easily jointed in.
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Multi –4-Zone Detection (Sensing) Cable

Introduction
The Multi-4-Zone Detection Cable is more sensitive than the Multi- 8 Zone version. It senses water anywhere along
its entire length. Typical applications include:


In voids below raised floors.



Above Suspended Ceilings



Tie-wrapped to individual pipes.



Run in drip trays.



Laid around the base of plant, apparatus or tank.



Laid in loops or wave pattern for general monitoring of larger areas.



No minimum or maximum zone length.

As with all Floodline sensors water contacting the cable changes its electrical characteristics (resistance) and when
the change is sufficient the Floodline panel, to which the sensor is connected will generate the appropriate alarm.
The multi-4- zone detection cable has an oval construction of 4.5mm by 7.5mm. The outer braid of the sensor is of a
woven polyester construction, which makes it durable and resistant to abrasion. The inner cores of the sensor are
PVC/PVC and the detection cores, which are used to monitor the changes in the sensors electrical characteristics are
wrapped in a permeable non-woven cellulosic material.
The multi-4-zone detection (sensing) cable although durable is a sensing device and
should be treated as such

Fixing
The detection cable is laid flat on the floor in the pre-determined pattern and special 4 Zone Junction Boxes are used
to connect the detection cable “string” to the leader cable coming form the control panel and a further junction box is
used at the end of line. The detection cable is usually fixed with screwed “P” type clips or pin-plugged “Tower” type
clips. Both these techniques involve drilling and although self-adhesive clips or hot-melt adhesive clips may be used
they are only possible when the surface is clean, dry and non-friable. Clips are usually spaced at 3m intervals and
must hold the cable loosely to allow air to circulate around the cable. Once the detection cable is laid
identification/warning tags should be attached at 3m intervals to warn of its function.

Connecting to Floodline Panel and Junction Boxes
The Multi-4-Zone Detection cable can be directly connected to the sensor inputs terminals of the Floodline panel
however it is more practical to run leader cable from the panel position to the start of the area where the detection
cable is needed. The specification of the leader cable from the panel to the start of the detection cable is standard
PVC/PVC 7/0.2 multi-core alarm/comms type cable or similar. LSF of other light cables can be substituted if
required.

A diagram of the connection details for the multi –4-zone detection cable is presented
in Appendix B

The special Junction Boxes are used to connect the leader cable from the control panel to the start of the detection
cable string; and as end of line terminator. The function of each junction box is determined by the positioning of the
two jumper links within the unit. More detailed reference to the positioning of the jumper links etc. appear in the
diagram in Appendix B.
A standard colour coding is used for the junction box input and output terminals and the control panel zone input
terminals. (see diagram in Appendix B) Terminations are always connected in the same order for simplicity of
installation.
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The colour coding is as given in the table below.
Colour coding – Connection within 4 Zone Junction Box
Colour of Detection Cable Core
White and Blue wrapped detection core
White wrapped detection core
Black
Red
Yellow

Colour of
Core
Blue
White
Black
Red
Yellow

Leader Cable

Junction Box Terminal Identification
C
1
2
3
4

Colour coding – Connection within the Control Panel
Colour of Detection Cable Core
White and Blue wrapped
White wrapped
Black
Red
Yellow

Colour of Leader Cable Core
Blue
White
Black
Red
Yellow

Zone Inputs Terminal Identification
Sensor Sensor +
Not Connected
Not Connected
Not Connected

Returning Sensor To Use
The detection cable can be wetted and dried any number of times as long as it does not become contaminated with a
substance, which irrevocably changes its electrical characteristics. An example may be vending machine syrup,
chemical floor treatments, paint etc. The detection cable will dry out naturally and the effected part of the cable must
be completely dry before the zone can be reset. This may take 20 minutes to 2 hours or more depending on the
environmental conditions and the length of cable wetted but increased air circulation and warmth will speed up dying
time. If a length of cable seems to take an excessive time to dry out water may be trapped in the retaining clips and
these should be eased to expose the wet area to the air.
The detection cable may be damaged if it is completely immersed for long periods. In the event of this, or any other
damage only the affected section of cableneed be replaced with a new length of detection cable, which can be easily
jointed in.
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Multi -8-Zone Detection (Sensing) Cable

Introduction
The multi-8-zone detection cable is the least sensitive of all the Floodline tape/cable detection sensors. It senses water
anywhere along its entire length typical applications include:


In voids below raised floors.



Above Suspended Ceilings



Run in drip trays.



Laid around the base of plant, apparatus or tank.



Laid in loops or wave pattern for general monitoring of larger areas.



No minimum or maximum zone length.

The multi-8-zone detection cable should not be tie-wrapped to pipes (– use multi-4
Zone detection cable instead)

As with all Floodline sensors water contacting the cable changes its electrical characteristics (resistance) and when
the change is sufficient the Floodline control panel, to which the sensor is connected will generate the appropriate
alarm.

The multi-8- zone detection cable has an outside diameter of 6mm. A tough all polymeric construction makes it
tough, durable and resistant to abrasion but it is also flexible enough to lie flat or be easily shaped.
Although tough and durable the multi-8-zone detection cable is a sensing device and
should be treated as such

Fixing
The multi-8-zone detection cable is laid flat on the floor in the pre-determined pattern and special 8 Zone Junction
Boxes are used to connect the detection cable “string” to the leader cable coming from the control panel and a further
junction box is used at the end of line. The detection cable is usually fixed with screwed “P” type clips or pin-plugged
“Tower” type clips. Both these techniques involve drilling and although self-adhesive clips or hot-melt adhesive clips
may be used they are only possible when the surface is clean, dry and non-friable. Clips are usually spaced at 3m
intervals and must hold the cable loosely to allow air to circulate around the cable. Once the detection cable is laid
identification/warning tags should be attached at 3m intervals to warn of its function.

Connecting to Floodline Panel and Junction Boxes
The Multi-8-Zone Detection Cable can be directly connected to the zone input terminals within the Floodline control
panel however it is more practical to run 9 core (minimum) leader cable from the panel position to the start of the
area where the detection cable is needed. The specification of the leader cable from the panel to the start of the
detection cable is standard PVC/PVC 7/0.2 multi-core alarm/comms type cable or similar. LSF of other light cables
can be substituted if required.
A diagram of the connection details for the multi–8-zone detection cable is presented in
Appendix C

The special Junction Boxes are used to connect the leader cable from the control panel to the start of the detection
cable string and as end of line terminator. The function of each junction box is determined by the positioning of the
two jumper links within the unit. More detailed reference to the positioning of the jumper links etc. appear in the
diagram in Appendix C.
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A standard colour coding is used for the junction boxes input and output terminals and the control panel’s zone input
terminals (as indicated on the diagrams in Appendix D). Terminations are always connected in the same order for
simplicity of installation. The following procedure must be followed for splicing in the junction boxes:-

Note: The two black cores must not touch. If the two black cores do touch then
the control panel will generate a system fault/Leak alarm.

Colour coding – Connection within 8 Zone Junction Box

Colour of Detection Cable Core
Yellow
Red
Black 2 (Between Yellow and White
Cores)
Green
Orange
Purple
Black 1 (Between Blue and Green Cores)
White
Blue
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Colour of Leader Cable
core
Yellow
Red
Brown

Junction Box Terminal
Identification
8
7
1

Green
Orange
Purple
Black
White
Blue

6
5
4
C
3
2
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7
Colour coding – Connection within the Control Panel
Colour of Detection Cable Core
Black 1 (Between Blue and Green Cores)
Black 2 (Between Yellow and White Cores)
Blue
White
Purple
Orange
Green
Red
Yellow

Colour of Leader Cable
core
Black
Brown
Blue
White
Purple
Orange
Green
Red
Yellow

Input Terminal Identification
Sensor Sensor +
Not Connected
Not Connected
Not Connected
Not Connected
Not Connected
Not Connected
Not Connected

Returning Sensor To Use
The detection cable can be wetted and dried any number of times as long as it does not become contaminated with a
substance which irrevocably changes its electrical characteristics. An example may be vending machine syrup,
chemical floor treatments, paint etc. The detection cable will dry out naturally and the effected part of the cable must
be completely dry before the panel can be reset. This may take 10 minutes to 1 hour or more depending on the
environmental conditions and the length of cable wetted but increased air circulation and warmth will speed up dying
time. If a length of cable seems to take an excessive time to dry out water may be trapped in the retaining clips and
these should be eased to expose the wet area to the air.
In the event of any damage only the affected section of cable need be replaced with a new length of detection cable
which can be easily jointed in.
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Multi -8-Zone Plug & Play Detection (Sensing) Cable

The physical characteristics of the cable are the same as the standard Multi-8-zone detection cable. The connections
are however pre-connected and the standard Floodline junction boxes are replaced with click to connect plug and play
junction boxes. The Multi 8 zone plug and play detection cable is supplied in standard length of 5, 7.5, 10 and 15m,
bespoke lengths to suite specific project requirements are also available.

Connecting to Floodline Panel and Plug and Play Junction Boxes
The connection to the panel is via the 9-core patch lead supplied, in a length to suit the site requirement. Any excess
leader can be trimmed off at the panel end. The leader cable them connects into the SOL junction box. The Multi-8zone detection assembly then connect to the other side of the SOL and at the other end of the detection assembly an
EOL junction box is fitted.

A diagram of the connection details for the multi–8-zone plug and play detection cable
is presented in Appendix D
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Point Sensors (Horizontal and Vertical)
Introduction
Floodline Point Sensors are designed to operate in areas where detection cable/tape could be damaged or where some
damp, minor wetting or spillage is expected or of little concern e.g. plant room, basement or tunnel. Water must touch
the point sensor probes to activate the alarm. Point Sensors are normally used in conjunction with a powder-coated
steel Floodline Guard Plate which gives heavy-duty physical protection and assists fixing and adjustment. The point
sensor can be used singly in one zone or in-groups with a number of sensors being connected together and acting as
one zone.

Dimensions
(when mounted in the Guard Plate)
vertically).

- 71mm high x
44mm wide x 25mm deep.
- 110mm high
x
102mm wide x 30mm deep (viewed

Fixing
Point sensors are almost always used in conjunction with the Guard Plate to assist fixing, adjustment and to protect
the sensor from accidental damage by cleaners or other abuse.
The Vertical Point Sensor is mounted at the base of the wall, plinth or item of apparatus. The sensor is first fixed to
the guard plate using 2 no 4x3/8” self tapping screws fixed through adjustment slots in the guard plate and into the
two offset holes pre-drilled in the point sensor. The guard plate should cup around the point sensor. The guard plate
and sensor assembly can then be fixed to the wall etc with screws/bolts through the holes provided in the flanges of
the guard plate.

Once the assembly is fixed at the desired height above the floor the sensor probe tips can be adjusted up or down by
loosening the 2 staggered fixing screws and sliding the unit up or down within the guard plate. A recommended gap
between the floor and the tips of the probes can be judged by placing a thin piece of card (a business card is good) on
the floor and allowing the tips to rest on it. The staggered fixing screws can then be tightened and the card removed.
This will give a gap of around 0.5 to 1mm but larger gaps can be used if required.
Where it is not possible to fix to the wall surface or other convenient surface the assembly can be bolted to struts or
other fabricated bracket and special right angle supports are available from Andel.
The Horizontal Point Sensor must be used in conjunction with a guard plate and can be mounted on any flat surface
with the tips of the sensing probes facing downwards. The distance from the tip of the probes to the floor is pre-set at
the factory at around 1.5mm. There is no operational need for the assembly to be fixed to the floor but it is
recommended and screw holes are provided. Gluing and self-adhesive pads are acceptable if the substrate is suitable.
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Connecting to the Floodline Panel
All types of Point Sensor will be connected to the sensor input terminals of the Floodline control panel via 2 core
(minimum) leader cable. The minimum specification of the leader cable from the panel to the point sensor is
standard PVC/PVC 7/0.2mm multi-core alarm/comms type cable or similar. LSF or other light cables can be
substituted if required. A single point sensor or any number of point sensors connected as a “string” or “daisy-chain”
can be connected to the one zone panel. Input and output terminals are provided in each point sensor to allow for this
purpose.
A diagram of the connection details for the point sensors is presented in Appendix E
Once the point sensor, or last sensor in a string has been connected to the leader cable the 1M “sleeper” resistor,
from the sensor input terminals in the control panel, should be fitted to the output terminals of the point sensor.

Returning Sensor to Use
Point sensors can be wetted and dried any number of times and require no attention after activation unless the whole
unit is immersed. In the event of immersion prompt and thorough drying out will allow immediate return to normal
operating status.
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Flexi –Pad Sensor
Introduction
The Floodline Flexi- Pad Sensors have been specifically designed for laying in narrow voids (too small for point
sensors), or wrapped around pipes at valves or joints where leaks are more likely to occur. The flexi- pad sensor can
be used singly or in groups with a number of sensors being connected together and acting as one.
The flexi-pad sensors are made of a tough, flexible plastic sheet 400mm x 300mm x 1mm. A removable fabric cover
assists absorption and protects the sensor surface.

Fixing
The sensor can be laid on any flat surface or tie wraps can be used to loosely hold the sensor around a pipe etc.

Connecting to the Floodline Panel
The Flexi-pad sensor/s are connected to the sensor input terminals of the Floodline control panel via 2 core
(minimum) leader cable. The minimum specification of the leader cable from the panel to the point sensor is
standard PVC/PVC 7/0.2mm multi-core alarm/comms type cable or similar. LSF or other light cables can be
substituted if required. A single flex-pad sensor or any number of sensors connected as a “string” or “daisy-chain”
can be connected to the one zone panel. Input and output terminals are provided in each point sensor to allow for this
purpose.
A diagram of the connection details for the flexi-pad sensors is presented in Appendix F
Once the flex- pad sensor, or last sensor in a string has been connected to the leader cable the 1M “sleeper”
resistor, from the sensor input terminals in the control panel, should be fitted to the output terminals of the point
sensor.

Returning Sensor to Use
Flexi-pad sensors can be wetted and dried any number of times provided the sensor element/ fabric cover is not
contaminated with a substance that irrevocably changes its electrical characteristics. An example may be vending
machine syrup, chemical floor treatments paint etc. After activation the fabric cover can be replaced with a spare or
removed for drying. This would allow the sensor to be returned to use quickly. The sensor can be allowed to dry
naturally but this can take some time depending on the environmental conditions and the amount of wetting that
occurred.
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Pipe-in-Pipe Sensor
Introduction
The Floodline Pipe-in Pipe, or double containment, sensor has been specifically designed for use with double skinned
pipes, tanks or other vessels.
The pipe-in-pipe sensors are encapsulated in a high-density plastic body and are fitted with a 5m 4-core leader cable.
Dimensions: - 70mm long x 30mm diameter threaded at the base to fit a ½” BSP. Two stainless detection probes
protruded from the threaded base and water contacting these probes activates an alarm. The device can also be used
as a warning “tell -tale” in an overflow pipe.

Fixing
The pipe-in -pipe sensor should be mounted in a pre-drilled and threaded hole in the outer pipe or tank, design to
accept the ½” BSP thread or other suitable flange or boss.

Connecting to the Floodline Panel
The pipe-in-pipe sensor is connected to the sensor input terminals of the Floodline control panel via the encapsulated
4-core leader cable. The leader cable to the pipe-in-pipe sensor can be extended using any 2-core PVC/PVC 7/0.2mm
alarms/comms type cable. LSF or other light cables can be substituted if required.
A diagram of the connection details for the pipe-in-pipe sensor is presented in
Appendix G

Returning Sensor To Use
The pipe-in-pipe sensors can be wetted and dried any number of times and requires no attention after activation.
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Oil Sensor
Introduction
The Floodline oil sensors can be used with a Floodline Control Panel to provide a dedicated oil leak alarm system or
as part a larger water leak detection system. The oil sensor is usually mounted vertically and activates when oil (or
any other liquid) touches the infra-red sensing dome at its base. Typical applications include plant rooms where not
only water leaks are possible but also oil and in bunded areas around generator fuel tanks etc. Unlike other Floodline
sensors the Oil Sensor is a powered device.
The oil sensor is encapsulated and fitted with 5m of 4-core leader cable. It is normally used in conjunction with a
steel powder coated Floodline guard plate to give heavy-duty physical protection and assist fixing and adjustment.
Dimensions:- 80mm high x 51mm wide x 27mm deep - when mounted in its guard plate -110mm high x 102mm
wide x 30mm deep.

Fixing
The oil sensor is mounted at the base of the wall, plinth or item of apparatus. Sensors are fixed to the guard plate
using 2 no 4x3/8” self tapping screws fixed through the adjustment slots into the two holes pre-drilled in the sensor.
The guard plate should cup around the oil sensor. The whole assembly can then be fixed to the wall etc with
screws/bolts through the holes in the guard plate flanges.
Once the assembly is fixed at the desired height above the floor the sensor dome tip can be adjusted up or down by
loosening the fixing screws and sliding the unit up or down within the guard plate. The dome tip but a small gap can
be judged by placing a thin piece of card (a business card is good) on the floor and allowing the dome to rest on it.
The staggered fixing screws can then be tightened and the card removed. This will give a gap of around 0.5 to 1mm.

The area under the dome must be free form debris as if a small amount of moisture or
oil builds up in the debris it could cause unwanted activation of the sensor.

Connecting to the Floodline Panel
The oil sensor/s are connected to both the sensor input terminals and aux. output terminals within the Floodline one
zone control panel via the encapsulated 4-core leader cable. The leader cable to the oil sensor can be extended using
any 4-core PVC/PVC 7/0.2mm alarms/comms type cable. LSF or other light cables can be substituted if required.
A diagram of the connection details for the oil sensor is presented in Appendix H

Standard colour coding is used for the 4 core leader cable encapsulated in the oil sensor and is shown in the table
below as well as on the diagram in Appendix H.

Colour of Leader Cable Core
Red
Black
Blue
Yellow

Function
+ 12 Vdc supply
0Vdc supply
Zone input connection
Zone input connection

Panel Terminal Identification
AUX O/P 12V
AUX O/P 0V
Sensor +
Sensor -

Returning Sensor to Use
Oil sensors require no attention after activation and once the oil (or other liquid) is no longer in contact with the
sensor dome the sensor will automatically reset.
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Overflow /Tundish Sensors
Introduction
The Floodline Overflow / Tundish sensor is designed to be incorporated into the overflow of a toilet cistern or any
other sort of water filled tank to provide and automatic warning in the event of an overflow. The sensor can be used
singly or in multiples in conjunction with any Floodline control panel.
The Overflow / Tundish sensors can be easily incorporated into a larger, more complex leak detection installation and
can be used in conjunction with any other Floodline detection device.

Fixing
The over-flow pipe should exit the cistern into an elbow. A short length of pipe will lead from the elbow to a point just
above (or in line with the top of) the Overflow / Tundish sensor. The sensor will be mounted at the top of the further
length of overflow discharge pipe which will then go to drain etc.

Connecting to the Floodline Panel
The overflow/Tundish Sensor will be connected to the sensor input terminals of the Floodline control panel via 2 core
(minimum) leader cable. The minimum specification of the leader cable from the panel to the sensor is standard
PVC/PVC 7/0.2mm multi-core alarm/comms type cable or similar. LSF or other light cables can be substituted if
required. A single overflow/tundish sensor or any number of sensors connected as a “string” or “daisy-chain” can be
connected to the one zone panel. Input and output terminals are provided in each sensor to allow for this purpose.
A diagram of the connection details for the overflow/tundish sensors is presented in
Appendix I
Once the , or last sensor in a string has been connected to the leader cable the 1M“sleeper” resistor, from the sensor
input terminals in the control panel, should be fitted to the output terminals of the point sensor.

Returning Sensor to Use
The sensors can be wetted and dried any number of times and require no attention after activation unless the whole
unit is immersed. In the event of immersion prompt and thorough drying out will allow immediate return to normal
operating status.
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Using other, non-liquid, types of sensors with the Floodline system
The flexibility of Floodline allows certain types of detection devices other than water/liquid sensors to be connected
to the system. These could be temperature or humidity sensors and some smoke detectors etc. There are certain
restrictions which must be observed such as not exceeding the available power and the ability to latch, or hold, a set
of clean contacts for sufficient length of time for the Floodline Control Panel to recognise the alarm. Separate
installation details will be issued as an addition to this manual should any “alien” devices be supplied as part of the
system. Due consideration must also made to any regulations or standards which may pertain to other types of
sensing devices.

Remote Alarm

Introduction
The Floodline remote alarm operates via the +12V Aux Output of the Floodline panel, switch through the appropriate
output relay(s) of the panel. The unit provides both an audible and visual alarm on activation by the Floodline panel.
The operator can mute the audible alarm but the unit will only reset once the main Floodline panel has been reset.

Installation
The remote alarm should be mounted on a flat surface and mounting holes are provided in the rear of the enclosure.
Cable entry is via one of the entry knock-outs at the sides, top, bottom and rear of the enclosure. The cable knockouts are for 20mm gland or conduit. The “switched” 12V feed from the alarm panel should be connected to 0V and
12V as detailed below. The TP+ and TP- connections are for use with the Floodline 128 system. The cabling should
be 7 strands at 0.2 and a minimum of 2 cores.

AUX O/P
12V 0V

Alarm Relay
N/O COM N/C

Operation
When the 12V is switched to the remote alarm the visual and audible alarm will activate (Please note the audible
alarm will not activate if the Keyswitch is in the I position). To mute the audible alarm the operator must turn the key
switch from the “0” to “I position. It is recommended that the key then be turn back to the “0” position and the key
removed. The remote alarm will automatically reset when the main Floodline panel is reset.
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Troubleshooting
In any alarm condition please note carefully whether the alarm is a leak or system

fault.
On any occasion a LEAK alarm should be treated seriously and the affected zone
inspected immediately.

If there is only a minor leak, or undetectable drip (the causes of which are discussed below) then it may take some
time to verify that there has been a genuine leak and find its location - however – little or no damage will be
occurring and there will be less time pressure.
A major leak will be more immediately damaging but it will also be easy to verify and locate.

Power Problems
Important note:- isolate mains power before opening control panel and attempting to
check/change fuses.

All fuses are carried on the main circuit board in the rear of the panel.


Power (green LED) not lit check mains power supply / external fuse / internal fuse FS1

Refer to manufacturer if fuse blows again - may be major circuit fault.


Remote Alarm/Auxiliary devices fail to function - check Auxiliary Power fuse FS2.

“Spurious” Alarms or Alarms for No Apparent Reason
Almost without exception nearly all reported “spurious” alarms can be attributed to actual detection of water or
dampness. The primary function of the system is to react to water (or other liquids) in whatever quantity or amount.
Sensors may be wrongly applied. The design of the installation and the choice of sensing devices should have taken
account of site conditions and the importance placed by the end user on the sensitivity required. For example, a
tanked or bunded plant room may only require basic, low sensitivity, detection to warn of a flood whereas a computer
room may require comprehensive coverage using high sensitivity detection to warn of the earliest small leak. If high
sensitivity detection is used in an area requiring only basic flood coverage then there will be a likely risk of unwanted
alarms. The type of sensors may have to be changed.

Maintenance
User Maintenance - Day To Day
It is important to ensure that the system fault/power failure relay output is connected onwards to the BMS to provide
constant monitoring of the control panel’s operational status.
The correct functioning of the system can be verified on a day to day basis by observation of the green indicator for
Power this indicator must be lit for correct operation.
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Appendix A (Single Zone Tape Connection Details)
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Appendix B (Multi –4-Zone Detection Cable Connection Details)
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Appendix C (Multi –8-Zone Detection Cable Connection Details)
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Appendix D (Multi-8-Zone Plug & Play Connection Details )
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Appendix E (Point Sensor Connection Details)
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Appendix F (Flexi-pad Sensor Connection Details)
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Appendix G (Pipe-in-pipe Sensor Connection Details)
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Appendix H (Oil Sensor Connection Details)
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Appendix I (OVERFLOW/TUNDISH Connection Details)
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